Marijuana merits

Roger Sawyer, a USC biology professor, named Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

He has been a strong leader for the university and the College of Arts and Sciences since 2011.

His leadership during this transition will assure that the transition will assure that the College of Arts and Sciences will continue on its upward trajectory.

Roger Sawyer will be serving in his interim dean role.

LAUREN SHIRLEY

With Rasta-colored signs, brownies for sale and the constant chant of “Legalize it,” there wasn’t any question as to what the College Libertarians were advocating for: marijuana.

According to Rose, around 10:30 a.m., two police officers showed up at Davis Field to inquire if the College Libertarians had the proper permits to set up there. Ross Abbott, a third-year business student and president of the College Libertarians, was happy to retrieve the proper documentation for the officers.

“If we had the proper permits, it was totally screwing them over. They just wanted to have a police presence,” Abbott said.

“Today’s outreach is part of the Libertarians’ ongoing education and activism efforts,” said Aaron Mills, a first-year political science student, who participated by yelling out “Save Lives, End the Drug War.”

“The drug war disproportionately affects elderly minority youth and when they die, no one totally scores them over for the rest of their lives,” he said.

“What happens is they get labeled as a federal offender and from that point on, they can’t vote.”

Rose said they set up the booth to focus on education and activism, and to reach a broader audience.

“We want to educate all of USC, not just the kids,” he said. “A lot of kids get it — older people, not so much.”

However, they weren’t just there to praise the drug — their booth on Davis Field next to Russell House from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. was meant to educate passersby on the U.S. war on drugs, the economic benefits of legalization and the merits of freedom over one’s body.

“We’re recently come to realize that people don’t understand this, the drug war, yet,” Michael Rose, a third-year information science student and vice president of the College Libertarians, said.

“We’ve had so many people say, ‘I don’t know what that is.’”

Aaron Mills, a first-year political science student, participated by yelling out “Save Lives, End the Drug War.”

“The drug war disproportionately affects elderly minority youth and when they die, no one totally scores them over for the rest of their lives,” he said.

“What happens is they get labeled as a federal offender and from that point on, they can’t vote.”

Rose said they set up the booth to focus on education and activism, and to reach a broader audience.

“We want to educate all of USC, not just the kids,” he said. “A lot of kids get it — older people, not so much.”

According to Rose, around 10:30 a.m., two police officers showed up at Davis Field to inquire if the College Libertarians had the proper permits to set up there. Ross Abbott, a third-year business student and president of the College Libertarians, was happy to retrieve the proper documentation for the officers.

“It was almost perfect,” Rose said.

“They could have called Russell House if they really cared about it that much.”

Rose believed that the officers questioned the permits in order to investigate the contents of the brownies sold at the booth. The brownies were a focal point of the table and a reference to pot brownies, but they didn’t have any marijuana in them.
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Students prepare to cram into Thomas Cooper for final exams.
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A large amount of students come to Thomas Cooper to study for their finals, making it one of the most popular study spots.
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Thomas Cooper Library Final week is on its way, which means that Thomas Cooper Library is about to get a lot more crowded.

Students often turn to the library for a safe study area in the leadup to finals, but when Thomas Cooper’s seven floors become clogged with students, some students find themselves discouraged.

“There’s people like on the floor and you can’t find a table and it’s really loud,” Nicole Rowerm, a third-year middle-level education student, said.

“So you try to get things done and you just kind of give up, and you go home.”

For some, the library may be their only viable study environment, and the overcrowpopulated stunts their ability to work.

“I can’t study at home, so when I can’t study here, it’s super frustrating because I won’t get anything done at home,” Rowerm said.

“So then I have to try and find an alternate place to go.”

According to Jason Carroll, the weekend supervisor at Thomas Cooper, even though finals are fast approaching, it’s business as usual.

“There isn’t really too much prep that we do differently than what we do at our normal time,” Carroll said.

The library rules will remain the same during exams — the building will be open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. was meant to educate passersby on the U.S. war on drugs, the economic benefits of legalization and the merits of freedom over one’s body.
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The Daily Gamecock regrets the errors.

Tracie Broom’s name was incorrectly written as “Bloom” in the article “Slow Food festival serves up sustainable snacks.” The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.

The name of the author of a letter to the editor in Monday’s edition was misspelled. The author’s name is Daniel Tomkoski. The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.

If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.

The name of the author of a letter to the editor in Monday’s edition was misspelled. The author’s name is Daniel Tomkoski. The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.

Floods close portions of Riverwalk Park, Three Rivers Greenway

West Columbia closed parts of the Three Rivers Greenway and Riverwalk Park due to flooding, WLTX reported.

City officials said that due to the rise in river waters, some portions of the parks had to be closed off. Officials said more areas may need to be closed as the river continues to flood, but when the water recedes, the Parks Department crews will work to clear the path to make it safe for reopening.

— Lauren Shirley, News Editor

The Post and Courier receives Pulitzer Prize for public service

Charleston newspaper The Post and Courier was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for public service on Monday for their “Till Death Do Us Part” series published last summer, the Associated Press reported.

The judges who looked said it was a “riveting series” that explored the reason why South Carolina is among the most deadly states in the U.S. for women. P.J. Browning, the Post and Courier publisher, said the staff was passionate about the project and the impact they could make in South Carolina.

— Lauren Shirley, News Editor

New mixed-use housing community to be built in West Columbia

Estates & Companies has announced plans for a mixed-use housing community to go up in West Columbia along the Meeting Street gateway near the Riverwalk, WLTX reported.

The community, to be named Brookland, will feature multi-family residence, stores, galleries, restaurants, office and community space. To connect the Riverwalk to Sumter Street, the community will be pedestrian and bike friendly with mini-parks and public paths.

— Lauren Shirley, News Editor

CORRECTIONS

If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.

The name of the author of a letter to the editor in Monday’s edition was misspelled. The author’s name is Daniel Tomkoski. The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.

Traicie Broom’s name was incorrectly written as “Bloom” in the article “Slow Food festival serves up sustainable snacks.” Broom also only coordinated appetizer donations for the Neck Oscar party in 2009 and 2010 and the position is not one she holds every year.

The Daily Gamecock regrets the errors.

Cause you know I’d walk a thousand miles, But I’ll take the shuttle instead

• Get your daily news
• Check shuttle routes
• Check the weather
• Get answers to puzzles
• Check the Crime Blotter
• And more!
The First 100 people to tour by 5/1 will be entered to win:

- Beach Cruiser
- American Express Gift Card
- Starbucks Gift Card
- Michael Kors Purse
- Yeti Cooler

+ Receive a $50 Gift Card when you sign a Fall 2015 lease

+ Save up to $300 with reduced fees

500 Alexander Rd • 803.939.9209
Crime Blotter

April 10 to April 17

Alcohol/ Liquor violations — 11
Traffic/ Out — 5
Trespass — 2
Disorderly Conduct — 4
Vandalism/ Destruction of property — 3
Drug/Narcotics violations — 1
Motor Vehicle Theft — 2
Larceny/ Theft from Building — 5
All other offenses — 6

Crime Blotters don’t include every incident from the last week, and suspects are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Information could change as investigations continue.

— An officer was dispatched to USCPD headquarters on Friday, April 10, involving a scam phone call. The victim stated that she received a phone call at 9:40 a.m. from 646-791-4463. The woman on the other end claimed to be from the IRS and advised the victim that she had not filed her taxes. The victim was transferred to a man who threatened to have her arrested if she did not pay a $600 fee. The victim did pay the fee in two transactions of $300 onto a prepaid credit card.

— On Tuesday, April 14, at 2 a.m., two officers observed a male subject staggering from side to side on the sidewalk along Parkins Street. When officers tried to make contact, the subject could be seen falling head first into a flowerbed. USC first responders were immediately called. The subject was asked his age, to which he replied 22. He then produced a driver’s license that stated the subject was 20. A record check also confirmed that the subject has a prior alcohol-related offense. The subject refused EMS services and was taken to Alvin S. Glenn Detention Center for public disorderly conduct.

— Officers were called out to Bates House at 1:15 a.m. on Thursday, April 16, for a report of someone smoking marijuana in the stairwell. Officers made contact with the subject, who had been found by RAs in the stairwell. No evidence of drug use was found but the subject did smell of alcohol and was unsteady on her feet. The subject then provided ID that stated she was under the age of 21. The subject was then arrested and cited for minor in possession of liquor and was transported to Alvin S. Glenn Detention Center.

— Compiled by Kevin Smarr

April 10 to April 17

Alcohol/ Liquor violations — 11
Traffic/ Out — 5
Trespass — 2
Disorderly Conduct — 4
Vandalism/ Destruction of property — 3
Drug/Narcotics violations — 1
Motor Vehicle Theft — 2
Larceny/ Theft from Building — 5
All other offenses — 6

Crime Blotter comes from police reports released by the USC Division of Law Enforcement and Safety and does not include crimes reported by city or county law enforcement.

STILL LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT?

With hundreds of housing listings, housing.dailygamecock.com makes finding available apartments around USC easy! Visit housing.dailygamecock.com to:

• 1 Br, 2 Br, 3 Br
• Apartments
• Studios
• Roommates
• Sublets
• More!

hosping.dailygamecock.com

3 MORE DAYS UNTIL

8:00 P.M. Koger Center

Tickets available at 2nd floor info desk in Russell House.

B0 Purnell

Comedian • Actor • Musician • Poet

Friday April 24 2015

For Mature Audiences Only

Free to students, faculty, and staff with valid Carolinacard.

For more information or assistance, visit www.cp.sc.edu or call 803-777-3950.

This event is subject to change. Paid for by Campus Activity Fees.
Tower St., 500 Huger St. and University SC developments in Columbia over the next the list of upcoming student housing 15 stories tall.

which could range anywhere from 12 to submitted plans for a "mid-rise" facility, administrator, told The State that EdR EdR's vice president of corporate

communication and marketing, said. Field.

"Our special ingredient is surprised when she turned the corner to see a third-year political "Our first thought was, ‘Did this sign really say "My first thought was, ‘Did this sign really say "I graduated on a Saturday, and "That lets me know to use marijuana illegally, "That lets me know "I, myself, wouldn't eat "If you have a textbook you need "I think if people went off the main levels — there's like more spaces down below," she said, referencing the five underground levels of Thomas Cooper. Rosewurm thought spacing out it all comes down to," Carroll said. "Start studying now, that's what..."Author’s note: Ross

Abbott also works as an opinion writer at The ..."Author’s note: Ross

"I am not here to..."Author’s note: Ross

"If you’re trying to do group work or something, and they’re out of room on all the talking floors and you go to the quiet floors and you’re just getting yelled at, that’s kind of pointless," she said. Rosewurm also suggested putting tables outside in order to more evenly dispense students. Carroll had some helpful hints for students in the face of final exam week’s crunch. He proposed students begin their preparation for the week of finals as early as possible to counterbalance the large amount of people that will be in and out of the library. "If you have a textbook you need to rent, I wouldn’t wait to do it the night before," he said. He also suggested that students should always show up when they’re expected for their rented study room. Ultimately, for Carroll, it comes down to study preparation. "Start studying now, that’s what it all comes down to," Carroll said.
**Price to plausible: Charleston on a budget**

Lauren Goldman

Charleston is only a two hour drive away from Columbia, and thanks to its historic landmarks, active arts scene and many beaches, it’s one of the highest ranked cities for tourism around. It can, however, be expensive, which is where these tips come in. Whether you’re going for a day trip or kicking off your summer with a long stay, there’s a way to explore the streets of Charleston without emptying your wallet.

The Pour House on James Island is an ideal multi-stage venue and bar (that is also looking for a multi-stage venue and bar). Stromae is not only known for his music, but also for his unique music video with security camera footage. A play on the words "Papa, où es-tu?" (Dad, where are you?), Stromae expertly crafted words, entrancing beats and melodies of classic music to create his signature sound. His music video of "Papa, où es-tu?" played on a Belgian radio station. In 2013, Stromae was recognized by the European community for his chart-topping hit, "Alors On Danse," which further showed his musical talent. He has taken the overly done plot of love and fallen in love. His girlish dreams are soon tied up in a wheelchair after a sex endeavor and dates and falling in love. Her girlish dreams are soon tied up in a wheelchair after a sex endeavor. The subject matter is like without a father. Like in all of Stromae’s songs, “Papoutai” diagnoses a dark and powerful message underneath layers of entrancing beats and attractive melodies. The subject matter of his songs range from feelings after a breakup and break up to Twitter’s breakup. The subject matter of his songs range from feelings after a breakup and break up to Twitter’s breakup.

**Entry Level: Stromae**

Emily Dretske

When Stromae, the Belgian musical genius, played at SXSW this year, festival attendees were asking one another "Who is this guy, and why haven’t we heard about him?" It’s about time we all take moment to get to know Stromae and give this musical crass a try. A diamond in the rough, Stromae shines on a music industry threatening for his expertly crafted words, social criticisms and ingenuity. Stromae has mastered the tie between the lyricism and melodies of classic ballads with catchy and edgy electronic dance beats— a strange Daft Punk and Sam Smith love child.

Stromae is the stage name of Paul Van Haver, a 30-year old Belgian singer-songwriter who realized that music was his calling from a very young age. Van Haver found comfort in his musical studies and in a rearrangement of the rap groups he formed in his youth. Van Haver's stage name changed a number of times, but he settled on Stromae, a rearrangement of the syllables in maestro. In 2009, Stromae was recognized by the European community after his chart-taking hit, "Alors On Danse," grabbed the attention of prominent Europeans. When it aired on a Belgian radio station in 2013, he released his second and most popular album, "Kamikaze," which further showed his musical talent. Stromae features the song "Papoutai," another chart-taking hit. A play on the words "Papa, ou est tu?" (Dad, where are you?), the song addresses what a boy's childhood is like without a father. Like in all of Stromae’s songs, "Papoutai" diagnoses a dark and powerful message underneath layers of entrancing beats and attractive melodies. The subject matter of his songs range from feelings after a breakup and break up to Twitter’s breakup. The subject matter of his songs range from feelings after a breakup and break up to Twitter’s breakup.

Stromae is not only known for his music, but also for his unique musical video with security camera footage. Stromae is recognized not only for his music, but also for his artistic genius.
BARDI

Bardi is extremely thankful for her professors that supported her at USC including Dr. Boggs and Professor Smiling.

“it” that follows and that it will never stop until she is either dead or has passed it on to another unsuspecting victim. The rest of the film focuses on Jay’s feeble attempts to gain insight about the follower and to save herself and her friends.

Lacking in blood, guts and gore, this film keys in on the sheer desperation of the characters. One actually feels for the people on the screen, which sets “It Follows” apart from the string of recent horror movies that lack character development and consistency. Mitchell also delves into the judgment of sex before marriage and overall promiscuity, which adds a sense of controversy to the film. Combining a fresh idea, beautiful cinematography and an eerily captivating soundtrack, “It Follows” should enthrall audiences everywhere by chilling them straight to the bone and ending with a simple message: always remember to check behind you.
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Lacking in blood, guts and gore, this film keys in on the shear desperation of the characters. One actually feels for the people on the screen, which sets “It Follows” apart from the string of recent horror movies that lack character development and consistency. Mitchell also delves into the judgment of sex before marriage and overall promiscuity, which adds a sense of controversy to the film. Combining a fresh idea, beautiful cinematography and an eerily captivating soundtrack, “It Follows” should enthrall audiences everywhere by chilling them straight to the bone and ending with a simple message: always remember to check behind you.

STROMAE PAGES

Combining a fresh idea, beautiful cinematography and an eerily captivating soundtrack, “It Follows” should enthrall audiences everywhere by chilling them straight to the bone and ending with a simple message: always remember to check behind you.

Look for us @ the
USC Off-Campus Housing Fair

on Wednesday the 22nd @ Davis Field 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Charleston has a Notso Hostel that provides rooms for less than $20 per person.

The Pour House might just be your spot. This location hosts more bands and music related events than any other music venue in Charleston, from electronic to reggae to acoustic. Happy hour specials include $2 Tallboys, $2.50 domestic beer bottles and $3 house liquors. If you’re looking to dine, the menu includes everything from a house salad to a flounder to a falafel for $8.

Without spending a dime (unless you want to), you can browse through the Historic Charleston City Market and ogle over handmade ceramics, hand woven sweet grass baskets and hand painted murals. You can find everything from soup to painted stones from the 140 current returning artists and artisans. If you spot a green and cream-colored circular label, this means the product was 100 percent authentic and locally made.

Walking through the market and appreciating the handcrafted culture is completely free and worth the look. The market was deemed a historic landmark on June 27, 2011 and is open from Monday through Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. From March to December, the market is also open Friday and Saturday from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Who needs a carriage tour guide when you can rent a bike from Affordabike for $20 for one whole day? You can cruise on Folly Beach, on the pier or through Rainbow Row. Rainbow Row, one of Charleston’s historic neighborhoods, is a series of bright, colorful houses built in the mid 18th century. The 14 private, pastel residences have been renovated and purchased over time. Legend has it these homes were painted so outlandishly to attract lost, drunken sailors, but nobody knows for sure. Because they are casually some of the most spectacular landmarks and homes on the east coast, take advantage of taking priceless photographs for free.

Motel 6 Charleston South has clean, basic rooms for $56 a night if you’re looking to spend time in your room. The amenities include a free parking and pets are welcome. It is also located near top-rated restaurants and the American Military museum.

A trip to Charleston wouldn’t be complete without seafood — even if you can’t afford the seafood prices. Dave’s Carry-Out offers deviled crab for $2.75, fried fish sandwiches for $4 or a shrimp platter for $7 with generous portions. While it’s common to be skeptical of cheap seafood, Dave’s is top-rated on Yelp and well known for its cheap and tasty fried foods. If you’re looking for fresh food within your budget range, look no further than this affordable seafood shack.

Whether you spend a fortune or $50, Charleston should have something for you.

**Charleston has a Notso Hostel that provides rooms for less than $20 per person.**

**THE POUR HOUSE**

**AFFORDABLE, QUALITY MUSIC, THE POUR HOUSE MIGHT JUST BE YOUR Spot.**

**THE POUR HOUSE MIGHT JUST BE YOUR**

**Spot. This location hosts more bands and**

**more bands and music related events than any other music venue in Charleston, from electronic to reggae to acoustic. Happy hour specials include $2 tallboys, $2.50 domestic beer bottles and $3 house liquors. If you’re looking to dine, the menu includes everything from a house salad to a flounder to a falafel for $8.**

**Without spending a dime (unless you want to), you can browse through the Historic Charleston City Market and ogle over handmade ceramics, hand woven sweet grass baskets and hand painted murals. You can find everything from soup to painted stones from the 140 current returning artists and artisans. If you spot a green and cream-colored circular label, this means the product was 100 percent authentic and locally made.**

**Walking through the market and appreciating the handcrafted culture is completely free and worth the look. The market was deemed a historic landmark on June 27, 2011 and is open from Monday through Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. From March to December, the market is also open Friday and Saturday from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.**

**WHO NEEDS A CARROUSE TOUR GUIDE WHEN YOU CAN RENT A BIKE FROM AFFORDABLE FOR $20 FOR ONE WHOLE DAY?**

**You can cruise on Folly Beach, on the pier or through Rainbow Row. Rainbow Row, one of Charleston’s historic neighborhoods, is a series of bright, colorful houses built in the mid 18th century. The 14 private, pastel residences have been renovated and purchased over time. Legend has it these homes were painted so outlandishly to attract lost, drunken sailors, but nobody knows for sure. Because they are casually some of the most spectacular landmarks and homes on the east coast, take advantage of taking priceless photographs for free.**

**Motel 6 Charleston South has clean, basic rooms for $56 a night if you’re looking to spend time in your room. The amenities include a free parking and pets are welcome. It is also located near top-rated restaurants and the American Military museum.**

**A TRIP TO CHARLESTON WOULDN’T BE COMPLETE WITHOUT SEAFOOD — EVEN IF YOU CAN’T AFFORD THE SEAFOOD PRICES.**

**Dave’s Carry-Out offers deviled crab for $2.75, fried fish sandwiches for $4 or a shrimp platter for $7 with generous portions. While it’s common to be skeptical of cheap seafood, Dave’s is top-rated on Yelp and well known for its cheap and tasty fried foods. If you’re looking for fresh food within your budget range, look no further than this affordable seafood shack.**

**Whether you spend a fortune or $50, Charleston should have something for you.**
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Cherry tomatoes bounce off the counter. Sodexo workers curse under their breaths. Broccoli is flying.

Did the crazy squirrel finally break into the pantry? Is there a massive food fight under way? No, not at all. The medication options for this unique food fracas is due to the shady switch of the traditional, spacious salad containers at Garden Toss salad bar in Russell House. For smaller containers with lids are notorious for popping open.

The unannounced switch in the last few works has been a most unwelcome surprise as the spring semester finishes.

Garden Toss is one of the few on-campus dining options which offers a large volume of food on the meal plan. Vegetables are one of the few foods that are healthy to eat in large quantities. Being less full, students can snack more often on nutritious dairy foods.

Now with the smaller containers, students who want to feel full are more likely to choose the abundant options high in fat which will come at poor price. College in the period in which many healthy habits are either instituted or ignored. Providing a healthy option in which students can eat a large amount of food exposes students to healthy eating which they would be unlikely to attempt on their own.

Reducing the size of the containers (the fluid volume of the new one is less than half of the old) may possibly reduce the amount of food a student can purchase. . . for the same price.

The managers at Russell House have offered a few reasons for the change. The new containers contain less plastic—but such a change is not irrefutable due to the trade-off for recycling plastics in Russell House. If Sodexo at USC is serious about their carbon footprint, I suggest they supply recycling cans.

The other reason is that the new containers minimize the leftover food that is thrown out. But the benefit of the old containers is that they could easily store leftover food for a healthy snack.

The poor explanations provided for the switch mean that the reduction in container volume was profit-driven, which is pernicious—it compromises the ability of the university to provide healthy eating for its students on meal plan.

Discouraging healthy eating by providing less volume for the same price hurts the health of students. If the university purports to emphasize the well-being of students, hopes the students with meal plan can expect a quickly return to the original salad containers at Garden Toss.

— Benjamin Lamy, third-year public health student

LETTER TO THE EDITOR REQUIREMENTS

Letters to the editor must not exceed 300 words. Students must include their full name, major, and year. Faculty and staff must include their full name, position and department. Community members must include their full name and appropriate job title. Verifiable statements of fact must include at least one source. If we cannot verify a statement of fact, your letter will not be published until the writer implements necessary measures or provides equitable sources for any facts in question. Letters are edited for clarity, style and grammar. Email submissions to opinion@dailygamecock.com or mail them to The Daily Gamecock, 1200 Greene Street Columbia, SC 29050

We are extremely tech savvy, but we are seen as arrogant and entitled. We have the ability to identify everyone’s individual abilities, but we have the constant need for validation. We function great while multitasking, but we do not function without direction. We all know the stereotypes about the millenial generation. However, we are a generation, that has lived with technology, and we are taught to have a constant need for feedback.

We are taught to have a constant need for feedback, to have advantages and disadvantages in the workforce. We will have a dominate presence of almost 80 million workers ready to take on new ideas and find those companies that align with our own values.

Speaking as one of the 80 million, I think that the workforce is looking for what we’re listening to. We aren’t looking to do business degree prepares you for the business world, thus why are students not constantly in contact with business? Students could learn so much by working on projects to better businesses, undergoing research in the company or having mock interviews that can lead to jobs after graduation. I believe that USC has a great program that helps to address this. Our Global Supply Chain and Operations Management (GSCOM) Program has a job placement of over 90 percent. Therefore, doing a job on the side is a worthwhile benefit when having on both the state and university level.

We commend the College of Business for bringing it campus in a public way.

― Hannah Jeffrey, second-year political science student

leadership and that this is a conversation we take on the subject, it is clear that this is a conversation worth having on both the state and university level.

We commend the College of Business for bringing it campus in a public way.

― Hannah Jeffrey, second-year political science student

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The legalization of marijuana has been a contentious issue for many years. The debate of whether or not to legalize marijuana is still ongoing. Legal weed debate worthwhile

Legal weed debate worthwhile
The first start of the season, Fiori is set to remain a fixture in South Carolina’s weekend rotation, although he’s open to whatever Holshek needs him to do. “I try to show them I pitch the best that I can and to the best of my ability every time I’m out there,” Fiori said. “If that’s starting or relieving, I’ll do anything I can to help this team win.”

Holshek needs him to be what he was in the Commodores’ last four consecutive series against SEC foes. “I believe the Gamecocks’ series win over Vanderbilt, the No. 5 team in the country, certainly helps South Carolina’s postseason chances,” Kendall Rogers, an editor and writer for DIBaseball.com, tweeted the following on Saturday.

Welch is the first draft pick for South Carolina under Dawn Staley’s coaching. The WNBA Draft, an event she grew up watching as a child, was a “Pinch me, I’m dreaming” moment for Welch, she feels like she belongs at the next level. A lot of that has to do with the guidance she received from her coaches at South Carolina.

“Welch wished the Gamecocks to a victory thanks to her tenacity on the court, grabbing rebound after rebound. “I’ve always said I just want to be remembered as somebody who just worked hard,” Welch said. That will. The effort she put forth isn’t lost on Staley. “I’ve had nightmares about her not suiting up for us next year,” Staley said in February.

Not only will Welch be remembered for the intangibles that made her such an effective player, she’ll also be thought of as Staley’s first big-time South Carolina-born recruit. Welch will also be remembered as Staley’s first WNBA draft pick since the coach arrived in Columbia in 2008.

“I’m thankful for her calling me the #Vandy with a 3-2 win. It’s something I love to do,” Welch said. Of course, she’s a professional now, and getting paid to do what you love is something Welch isn’t lost on Staley. “They put me in the best possible situation to be successful, so I couldn’t be happier for that,” Welch said. “That’s one thing I signed on for. I wanted to be prepared for my life after South Carolina and they got me to that point. Having the opportunity to learn from Staley and assistant coach Nikki McCray-Penson, both of whom have plenty of knowledge on life in the WNBA, is Welch’s ace up her sleeve. “I think that’s one thing I have an advantage,” Welch said. “The fact that I have two coaches that were pivotal parts in the WNBA and the WNBA’s success. So I look at it as nothing but a positive.”

While there are a few things about the transition to the WNBA that may scare Welch a bit, she said she’s looking forward to the new experience. “I've always said I just want to be that point.”

Welch is the first draft pick for South Carolina under Dawn Staley’s coaching.
Keep quiet and take action. Push for what you believe. Conditions are changing. Don’t spin it. It all turns out even better than you’d hoped, if you’ve been gentle, discreet, and patient. Keep your objective in mind.

Aries

Parties, meetings, conferences and gatherings go well. Work together to make something happen. Libra chart makes no difference. Don’t waste time on groupies. Make promises, agreements and schedule who will do what.

Don’t show critics unfulfilled work. Creating beauty may require making a mess first. If you can’t do your chores, hire someone who can. Make a professional move. Action you take now goes the distance.

Taurus


Scorpio

Make plans today. Financial discussions can morph into arguments. Is there any money or power? Inspect your own situation for leaks, and take discrete action. Efforts made now have long-lasting impact. Quiet, and review the numbers.

Gemini

Take care to conserve resources. The game is getting good. The gears begin to turn on a new project. Full pull now. Don’t scope out for what you would. Take care to conserve resources. The work you do now rippled or do what.

Cancer

Don’t make loans today. You’ve been talking too much today. Just talk about playing it. The game is getting hot. Talk about the distance.

Leo

Keep your objective in mind. Make your move. Aquarius

Drop by an apple. If you’ve been inspired to take action, just go. You have what you need. Get your family involved for increased results. Dig in the garden. Bring their participation with delicious treats.

Virgo

Follow your passion. The game is getting good. The gears begin to turn on a new project. Full pull now. Don’t scope out for what you would. Take care to conserve resources. The work you do now rippled or do what.

Libra

Don’t talk about it. Just go. You have what you need. Study your subject in person. Follow your passion. Communication breakdowns get resolved later. Take action for what you love and grow further than expected.

Sagittarius

Don’t make loans today. You’ve been talking too much today. Just talk about playing it. The game is getting hot. Talk about the distance.

Don’t show critics unfulfilled work. Creating beauty may require making a mess first. If you can’t do your chores, hire someone who can. Make a professional move. Action you take now goes the distance.

Pisces


Capricorn

Don’t make loans today. Financial discussions can morph into arguments. Is there any money or power? Inspect your own situation for leaks, and take discrete action. Efforts made now have long-lasting impact. Quiet, and review the numbers.
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14 Aromatic hybrid vegetable
15 Aromatic hybrid vegetable
19 Original M&M’s candy
20 South American pack animal
21 Product of baked potatoes
24 Are you a square... or a circle?
25 Monogram
26 Considers really? a nanny
27 Muslim official
29 ‘60s psychedelic rock group
30 News briefs
31 Vegas rollers
32 Get used (to)
34 It’s what you do
36 Laze
37 Grades K-6: capstone
38 Monogram
39 Wrath
40 Buffalo nickel or Mercury dime
41 Tree with brilliant flowers
42 Surrounded with virgin soil
43 Tree with brilliant flowers
44 Orange container
45 Tickle Me __
46 “This is __ test”
47 Above, to Shelley
48 “__ had enough!”
49 Eng. lesson with synonyms
50 “This is __ test”
51 Neglect to
52 “__ had enough!”
53 Author Horatio
54 Brown cow
55 Tough row to __
56 “__ had enough!”
57 “Mamma Mia!”
58 “... square __ in a circle”
59 Sneakers brand
60 Helter-skelter
61 By what means
62 Product of boiled potatoes
63 Beverage blend
64 Orange container
65 Haven’t yet paid
66 Sphere
67 Mandela’s org.
68 See 46
69 “... square __ in a circle”
70 “This is __ test”
71 Sticker
72 Print on plastic
73 “This is __ test”
74 “... square __ in a circle”
75 “__ had enough!”
76 “This is __ test”
77 “__ had enough!”
78 Don’t talk about it.
79 Don’t scope out for what you would.
80 Don’t show critics unfulfilled work. Creating beauty may require making a mess first. If you can’t do your chores, hire someone who can. Make a professional move. Action you take now goes the distance.

For solutions to today’s puzzle, go to

dailygamecock.com or download our app!
It's been a whirlwind of a year for former South Carolina forward Aleigha Welch.

There was time for her, and when she and her teammates were enjoying the most successful season in program history, and even after South Carolina won the NCAA title in the Final Four, Welch stayed on. And even earning an invite to the WNBA draft before being selected an invite to the WNBA draft
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The Gamecocks are now 25-16 overall and 8-10 in conference play this season.

To give some context,
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Race is cancer-free.

Holbrook also noted his gratitude for his current job and the people he works for.
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